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ELECTRIC PROPULSION FOR PAYLOAD TRANSPORT FROM MOON TO EARTH
by W. R. Mickelsen and T. D. Fehr
A number of Earth-Moon mission profiles with combinations of
high-th_11_t _d 1ow-_h_t prnpl_!sion systems _ave been e_p!ored
for their effect on payload capacity. Round trip performance
for various mission profiles were investigated in terms of payload
to the Lunar surface and payload returned to Earth orbit. The
electric propulsion phases of the mission profiles were evaluated
for constant thrust-to-mass ratio utilizing a modified Sauer-
Melbourne correlation, and for constant thrust utilizing the Zola
characteristic length method.
For payloads delivered to the Moon with electric propulsion
starting from a low parking orbit at Earth, electric spacecraft
would be superior to all-chemical propulsion if the electric-
propulsion system specific mass is less than 44 ib/Kwj for one-
way trips and less than 55 ib/Kwj for multiple round trips. These
results are in agreement with previous literature.
For payloads delivered to Earth from the Moon in i00 days,
electric spacecraft would be superior to all-chemical propulsion
if the electric-propulsion system specific mass is less than 66 ib/Kwj.
These results have significance in analysis of electric propulsion
missions for economic uses of the Moon.
A new mission profile has been found in this study which
includes a hovering maneuver above the lunar surface. This profile
appears to be feasible if low-specific-impulse electric thruster
systems can be developed.
1.2
Completedetails of these analyses have been reported i.i
Only the analysis of the mission for payloads delivered to Earth
from the Moonis described here.
Constant-Thrust Mission Analysis
The transfer from a specified Earth satellite orbit to a
specified Lunar satellite orbit is a restricted three-body problem.
An exact analytic solution to this problem is not available and
the better approximations require considerable computer time. How_
ever, for the purpose of preliminary mission analysis, this degree
of accuracy is not required to obtain acceptable results. Therefore,
the approximate method 1.2, 1.3 of the Zola characteristic length
has been used in this analysis. Constant-thrust trajectories were
assumedso the analysis could be done with relative ease.
Validity of the Zola characteristic length method has been
verified I.i by comparison of results with those of a more exact
analysis 1.4. This comparison was madefor one-way missions for
transporting payloads from Earth to the Moon. The launch vehicle
was assumedto be the Saturn V which boosts 220,000 ib into a
300 n.m. parking orbit at Earth. Electric spacecraft then propel
the payload to a 50 n.m. parking orbit at the Moon. Calculations
of the payload massdelivered to Lunar parking orbit were made
using the Zola Characteristic length method. These calculations
are comparedwith the results of the more exact analysis in the
following table:
1.3
Propulsion System
Specific Mass,
kg/kwj (ibm/kwj)
9.06 (20)
13.6 ....
18.1 (40)
Payload into Lunar-Parking Orbit, ib
Reference 1.4 Present Analysis
138,000 134,000
l_, uuu i23, uuu
116,000 113,000
The agreement between these two sets of results is excellent, and
it is concluded that the Zola charac£eristic length method is
adequate for approximate analyses of Lunar missions.
for Earth-Moon transfers can beCharacteristic length L
determined from the relation:
L = (jT3/16) ½
1.5
Where J is MelbourneVs parameter , and T is trip time. The
parameter J is defined by:
• J = (F/M) 2 dt
In the present analysis, the value of J was found from a modified
version of the Sauer-Melbourne correlation 1.6
Stephenson 1.7 has used a correction factor of 0.92 to trip
times, and found that calculations of Earth escape trajectories
by London 1.8 could be used to determine payloads for Earth-parking
to Lunar-parking orbit transfers. This same correction factor of
0.92 has been used in the present analysis to convert the Sauer-
Melbourne escape-trajectory correlation to an Earth-Moon transfer.
(1.1)
(1.2)
1.4
The modified Sauer-Melbourne correlation which relates J to
escape time T e is:
J = K t Te -0.913
(1.3)
The coefficient K I is a function of radius rp of the central body,
radius r ° of the starting orbit, gravitational acceleration gp at
the central body surface, and the force constant #_p of the central
body:
m ---
.394 gp2 <rPro 4( or ° ) 1.913
(1.4)
when _he Stephenson correction is used, then Tp = 0.92 T e and a
new constant K can be defined which absorbs the factor 0.92
(ie, K = K1/.92"913):
-0.913
J _= K Tp (1.5)
Where Tp is the time spent in the field of the central body. In
this way, the total J and total T for the Earth-Moon transfer
are:
T z TE + TM
j z JE + JM
(1.6)
(1.7
where the subscripts E and M refer to Earth and Moon respectively.
Noting that for a maximum final mass fraction:
1.5
dJ = dJE _ dJM_ 0 (1.8)
and that for a fixed transit time:
dT = dT E + dT M = 0 (1.9)
By combining equations (1.8) and (1.9):
dJ E _ dJ M
d T E d TM
(1.1o)
Equations (1.5) and (i.i0) can be used to obtain the ratio of TM/TE:
TMIT E = (KMIKE)0.523 (i.ii)
Total J can be defined by combining equations (1.5) and (1.7):
J KETE -0"913 ÷ KMTM "0"913 (1.12)
This expression can be combined with equation (1.10) to obtain:
J = [i + (KM/KE)0"523] 1"913 KE T-0"913 (l. 13)
For a 300 n.m. Earth parking orbit, and a 50 n.m. Lunar parking orbit,
• equation (1.13) becomes:
J = KT "0"913 (1.14)
where J has the units watts/kg, T is in seconds, and K _ 1.81 ._: 107
Characteristic length L can be calculated from equation (i.i) by using
values of J found from equation (1.]4) for various values of T. Results
of these ca!cu!at_on_ are shown in Figure i.i.
It6
Analysis of an Earth-Moon transfer can begin by specifying a starting
mass Mo in Earth parking orbit, by specifying a transfer time T, and
by specifying a specific impulse
1.2.mass ratio F/Mo is
I. The expression for initial thrust-to-
2F 4L v
Mo T--/ (v + L/T) _
(1.15)
where v is effective exhaust velocity defined by:
v-- gc I
where gc is the gravitational conversion factor (9.806 m/sec2).
1.2
acteristic velocity AV can be calculated from :
AV _ 2v in( v _L/T)L/T
Char -
1.16
Final mass fraction for the constant-thrust Earth-Moon transfer is:
Mf/M o - exp(-_V/v) 1.17
where Mf is the mass delivered to Lunar parking orbit.
1.5.
load, the final mass fraction is
For maximum pay-
Mf/M o : i -
1.18
1.5.
The parameter _ is
%
_: ((X J/2) ½ (I.19)
where O_ is the specific mass (kg/watt) of the electric propulsion system.
Since Mf/M o and J are known from the preceding analysis, then the
value of o_ can be found from combining equations (1.18) and (1.19):
O_ : (i - Mf/Mo )2 (2/J) (1.20)
In other words, this is the value of _ necessary to satisfy the conditions
of maximum payload and specified Mo, T, and I. Initial power-to-mass ratio
1.7
P/Mo can be found from:
P/Mo = (FIMo)(V/2) (1.21)
soc_bat the propulsion-system mass fraction Mps/M o
of O_ and P/Mo:
Mps/M ° - _ (F/Mo)(V/2)
is simply the product
(1.22)
One-way transfers from Earth-parking to Lunar-parking orbit can be
calculated by the following procedure:
i. Specify Mo, T, and I.
2. Find L from Figure i-i.
3. Calculate AV from equation (1.16).
4. Calculate Mf from equation (1.17).
5. Calculate F/M o from equation (1.15).
6. Calculate ¢K from equation (1.20)
7. Calculate Mps/M o from equation (1.22)
Mass M L delivered to Lunar parking orbit is the difference between
Mf and Mps :
M L - Mf - Mps (1.23)
If this is as far as the mission goes, then ML is the payload into Lunar-
parking orbit. For example, the tabulation at the beginning of this section
listed values of ML for several values of O_. As noted previously, the
method outlined above provides results that are in close agreement with a
more accurate analysis.
Analysis of Payload Transport from Moon to Earth
Potential performance of electric spacecraft for transporting payloads
from the Lunar surface to Earth can be studied by assuming various mission
profiles. As an initial step in this examination, the following profile
was assumed:
i. The Saturn V boosts Mo = 220,000 lb. into a 300 n.m. Earth parking
orbit. The mass M consists of:
o
••
•
(e
1.8
(a) electric propulsion system of mass M which includes powerplant,
ps
thruster, tank, and structures• This propulsion system performs
the transfers from Earth-parking to Lunar-parking orbit, and return.
(b) propellant mass Mpr,o for the outbound transfer from 300 n.m.
Earth-parking to 50 n.m. Lunar-parking orbit with the constant-
thrust electric propulsion system
(c) a Lunar-lander chemical rocket of mass M c _ 7,500 lb. which includes
a chemical-rocket engine, structure, and tank; the lander has a
specific impulse of 300 sec.
(d propellant mass Mc, d for the chemical-rocket lander descent from
50 n0m. Lunar-parking orbit to the Lunar surface; for descent, _V
= 1.72 km/sec.
propellant mass Mc, a for the chemical-rocket lander ascent from
the lunar surface to the 50 n.m. Lunar-parking orbit; for ascent,
_V 1.72 km/sec.
(f) propellant mass Mpr,R for the return transfer from 50 n.m.
Lunar-parking to 300 n.m. Earth-parking orbit with the constant-
thrust electric propulsion system.
Upon arrival in the 50 n.m. Lunar-parking orbit, the electric propul-
sion system of mass M and return-transfer propellant of mass
ps
Mpr,R remain in the Lunar-parking orbit awaiting the payload.
Upon arrival in the 50 n.m. Lunar-parking orbit, the chemical-rocket
lander descends to the Lunar surface, acquires the payload mass M pay '
and ascends to rendezvous with the waiting electric spacecraft•
After rendezvous, the chemical-rocket lander remains in Lunar-parking
orbit•
1.9
5. After acquiring
total mass MR
parking orbit.
6. Final mass delivered to Earth-parking orbit is the electric propulsion
system mass Mps and the payload mass Mpay .
7. Delivery of payload mass to Earth surface is done by atmospheric entry
methods, which are assumed to involve negligible mass.
8. If multiple round-trips are to be made, and if the electric propulsion
system has adequate durability, then subsequent boosters would not
have to carry the masses M and M , thereby allowing greater
ps c
payloads delivered to Earth.
Analysis of this mission can be based on two mass summations:
the payload mass Mpay , the electric spacecraft of
transfers from 50 n.m. Lunar-parking to 300 n.m. Earth-
M o
= Mps + + M + M + M + M (1.24)Mpr,o c c,d c,a pr,R
MR = Mpay + Mps + Mpr,R (1.25)
Propellant masses Mc, d and Mc, a for the lander can be determined with
the stanaaru rotten equation for F_vF=_=_L mass _=_ ..... :
b = i - exp(- _VM/VL) (1.26)
For _V M = 1.723 km/sec (either descent or ascent), and a chemical rocket
specific impulse of 300 sec, b = .444 . Propellant masses Mc, d and
M are:
c,a
Mc, d =_ b(M c + Mc, a) (1.27)
Mc, a = b(M c + Mpay) (1.28)
The other masses in equations (1.24) and 1.25) can be determined from:
i .I0
M _O[v F (1.29)
ps 2
-- T°F (1.30)
Mpr,o v
TR
Mpr,R v F (1.31)
where O( is the specific mass of the electric propulsion system (kg/watt),
v is the effective exhaust velocity of the electric thruster (v = gcI,m/sec),
F is thrust (newtons), T o is outbound transfer time, and T R is return
transfer time. Equations (1.27) to (1.31) can be used in equations (1.24)
and (1.25) to obtain:
Mpay l-(l-b) 2= Mc/Mo
M b(l + b)
o
f(_v/2 + T°/Vb(l++ b)TR/V >_o F
(1.32)
M ° / 2 v M o
(1.33)
Thrust-to-mass ratios F/M R and F/M o
(i.i), (1.5), and (1.15):
2 ¸
F K2v 2
•952(v + K½T "048/4)2
Mo To o
F K½v 2
M R TR" 952(v + K½TR-048/4) 2
can be determined from equations
(1.34)
(1.35)
With equations (1.34) and (1.35), the two payload equations (1.32) and
(1.33) can be equated to form a relation between the two transfer times
T o and T R :
[K_vTR_(v+ K½TR'048/4) 2 6_ I 1"54(v + K½T°'048)2[- _----- + .5 == T O _ 048
TR .048 J K2VTo"
(1.3_)
i.ii
Functions
containing
f(TR) and f(To) can be defined to replace the respective terms
TR and To in equation (1.36) so that:
f(T R) = f(T o) - .28O(v 2 (1.37)
be found for specified values of
cedure is as follows:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
The functions f(T R) and f(To) are plotted in Figures I.Z and 1.3 re-
spectively for a range of specific impulse, I.
With the preceding relations and graphs, the payload mass Mpay can
Mo, v, _ , and To . Calculation pro-
For specified time T , find f(T o) from Figure 1.3.
For specified v and _, and with f(To) , calculate f(TR) from
equation (1.37).
With calculated f(TR), find TR from Figure 1.2.
Calculate F/M o and F/M R from equations (1.34) and (1.35) respec-
tively.
Calculate M /M^ from equation (1.33)
_ . pay u
Total mission time is T = To + TR
Typical results obtained with this procedure are shown in Figure 1.4.
As expected, there is an optimum specific impulse for each combination of
propulsion-system specific mass _, and trip time T. Also notable is the
sensitivity of payload fraction to off-optimum specific impulse.
The effect of propulsion-system specific mass on payload transport
from Moon to Earth is shown inFigure 1.5. Also shown in this figure is the
payload capacity of an all-chemical-rocket transport, having a specific
impulse of 300 seconds. By comparison, it is evident that electric space-
craft would be superior to all-chemical-rocket spacecraft for 100-day missions
if the electric-propulsion-system specific mass is less than 661b/kwj.
All results shown here have been calculated by hand, _o their _ccuracy
is not good, particularly for the short trip times. Multiple round trips
with a given electric spacecraft are of interest in assessing the economic
1.12
advantages of Moon-to-Earth transport. For acceptable accuracy in this
further multiple-round-trip analysis, greater accuracy in calculation will
be required. A fast and simple digital computer program will be written to
serve these needs.
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RADIOISOTOPEHEATINGOFCONTACTIONIZERS
by W.R. Mickelsen
The use of radioisotopes for heating ionizers in contact-ionization
thrusters has been suggested at least as early as March, 196"3.* More re-
cently, the subject has been raised again, with the intent of improving the
performance of the contact-ionization thruster with respect to the mercury-
discharge and cesium-discharge thrusters. Feasibility and possible gains
in performance can be assessed on simple and fundamental grounds as des-
cribed in the following analysis.
Required power levels are of first importance because radioisotope pro-
duction is limited. Annual production rates of most radioisotopes is re-
lated directly to nuclear-electric power generation, since most radioiso-
topes are fission products. Electric-spacecraft effective jet power Pj,eff
is directly related to three basic parameters, the spacecraft starting mass
,Mo, the electric-propulsion-system effective specific mass_ , and theps
electric-propulsion-system mass-fraction Mps/Mo:
Pj,eff = Mo (i/_ps ") (Mps/Mo) (i)
Effective specific massO_* has been defined by Mickelsen I.ps
Melbourne2 has shownthat the propulsion-system mass-fraction Mps/M° is
approximately constant for nearly all missions of interest. This constancy
can be shownby use of a parameter _ which is defined as:
• /7 2
_ 2 _-- (O(ps /2) (F/M) at <2)
• suggested by Dr. David B. Langmuir, TRW Systems, Redondo Beach, to
W.R. Mickelsen while walkin_ into the Broadmoor Hotel on or about March iI,
1963, while attending the AIAA Electric Propulsion Conference, Colorado Springs.
2.2
The definite integral of the square of the instantaneous thrust/mass ratio
is a measure of trajectory difficu]ty, and its value also depends on the
thrust program. Melbourne showed that payload fraction Mpay/M ° is related
to _ and Mps/M o as follows:
This equation is represented by the following figure:
Mpay/Mo
IO
08
O
\
\\
Fi$. i
From inspection of this figure, it is evident that the propulsion-system
mass-fraction Mps/M ° will have optimum values of 0.2 to 0.25 for all missions
where the payload fraction Mpay/M o has values between 0.i and 0.5. The re-
lationships shown in the figure above are fundamental to all electric-prop___Isior_
missions, irregardless of the type of thrust program, whether hyperbolic boost
is used or not, etc. Because of the fundamental nature of these relationships,
2.3
it can be said that the propulsion-system mass-fraction is universal iv
about 0.2.
Electric-spacecraft starting massMo will depend on the type of booster,
and on whether hyperbolic boost is used, For example, Saturn V and Saturn V/
Centaur payloads are shown in the following figures as function of hyperbolic
velocity with respect to Earth (ie, boost beyondescape):
V;<\'?URN V ;_" "" ....
V[';!.GCITY CAPL-S_,_,;T'/
Fig, 2
[,
PAYLOAD VS HYPERBOLIC ,
i']XC ESS VELOCITY
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. . _.__ _;?,°
" i i
,j
J,4o -
, i
[
................. t
' I
c, • _ '
0 . :. S_; -',6 .% CO
From inspection of these figures it appears that electric spacecraft starting
mass could be from 20,000 lb. to i00,000 lb.
In addition to this wide range of possible starting mass Mo, mission
analysis has shown that _ps can be in the range from 20 ib/kwj to 120 Ib/kwj
_nd still be of interest. From these considerations it appears that electric
spacecraft launched with Saturn V-class boosters might have anywhere from 160
to 5,000 kwj. (the notation kwj denotes kilowatts of e£fective jet power).
2.4
Contact-ionization thrusters are operated at the highest current
density j cormnensuratewith the required durability of accel electrodes
which are eroded by charge-exchange-ions. The best performance of "flight-
type" contact-ionization thrusters reported to date3 is a current density
of j = 170 amp/m2. To obtain this current density in the Hughesmulti-
strip thruster, and accel voltage of_A = 13,000 volts is needed. Operation
in the specific-impulse range-of-interest requires a very wide range of the
ratio _A/_net, where _net is the net acceleration voltage. This is illus-
trated by the following figure:
i0
_A/_n et 6
4
0
I I I I
| I ;
2000 400C
I I I I I "I
Hughes multi-strip
thruster witb
j = 170 amp/m 2
I I I I I I
6000 8000 i0,000
Specific impulse, I, sec.
2.5
Operation at such high values of _A/_net is questionable, but it is assumed
here that such high values will be found to be feasible. In this way, cur-
rent density j may be held constant throughout the specific-impulse range-
of-interest in order to obtain the highest power-density possible.
Power density Pj,eff/A is given by:
Pj,eff/A = J Cnet (4)
so that if j is constant, then P ,eff/A is directly proportional to oj net
When j is held constant, then ionizer temperature is also constant. There-
fore, the heat loss from the ionizer must also be constant. At j = 170 amp/m 2,
the heat loss per unit ionizer area in the Hughes multi-strip thruster 4 is
Q/A = 150 kw/m 2 . With this information, the ratio of heat loss Q to jet power
Pj,eff can be written:
Q/Pj_eff = (Q/A) / (Pj,eff/A) = 150,000/(170 _net )
- 870/_net (5)
Net accelerating voltage_net is related to specific impulse, so Q can be
calculated for various jet-power levels over a range of specific impulse, as
shown in the following figure: (the notation kwt denotes kilowatts of thermal
power ).
2.6
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This figure represents the radioisotope-heater power level required for var-
ious jet-power levels. Use of radioisotope-heating at low specific impulse
will depend on the amount of radioisotope that is available for use in elec-
tric propulsion systems.
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Radioisotope properties and availability are reported in a number of
papers, and some of these 5'6'7 are referenced here. The following table
summarizes information about those radioisotopes that have appreciable pro-
duction rates and that are relatively free from radiation:
radioisotope emission
Pm - 147 @- to
(Pm203) 0.223Mev
Cm-242
(Cm2p_)
_m-244
(Cm203 )
Po-210
(metal)
Pu-238
_+_ at
6.1Mev
_+÷ at
5.3Mev
(PuO2)
ref. 1967 1970 1980
5 9.4 94
6 ii
7 17 25 III
5 1.8 50
6
5
6
5
6
7 140" !40"
5 29 53
6
7 13 26 73
" TABLE 1
availability, kwt sp. vol. sp_-wt, half-life
cc/kwt ib/kwt years
i000
55O
670
0.86
0.87
37
o:76
0.83
0.83
108
256
200
12.3 2.6
8.2 2.7
8.2 2.6
10.0184 0.44
0.0225 0.45
0.96 18
0.0157 0.38
0.0164 0.38
0.017 0.38
4.6 90
5.7 89
5.1 89.6
* produced by neutron irradiation of bismuth, and production is estimated
on basis of using bismuth coolant in private and public reactors.
If the values in this table are correct, then it appears that the quantity
of radioisotope available for electric propulsion will be severely limited.
For example, the 1980 production of Pu - 238 will be about 60 kwt, and if
1/3 of this production could be given to electric propulsion then only 20
kwt would be available for radioisotope heating of the ionizer in contact-
ionization thrusters. Since Po - 210 is produced by neutron irradiation of
bismuth, the annual production rate is uncertain because bismuth would have
to be used in great quantities as a reactor coolant in order to achieve the
production figures listed in the table. About one inch of lead shielding 6
would be required to reduce Pm - 147 radiation to i0 milli-roengten at one
meter from a one kilowatt source. This amount of shielding should pose no
great problem in launch operations. Shielding is not required for Pu - 23g.
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From these considerations it appears that Pm- 147 and Pu - 238 are possible
candidates for radioisotope heating of contact ionizers, and the Po - 210
might be a candidate if firm values for annual production rate were known.
Decay rate is an important consideration when half-life is of the order
of mission time. Thermal power as a function of time is shownin the next
figure.
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If the ionizer heating power is primarily due to radiation heat transfer,
then the significant parameter is (P/Po In red! ion thrusters, there
to conduction, so the value of (P/Po)_is considerable ionizer heat loss due
is an optimistic measure of performance. Howeverthis parameter is plotted
in the following figure to represent the most optimistic performance ob-
tainable from the three radioisotopes in contact ionizer heater applications.
Actual decreases in ionizer temperature will be greater than suggested by
the parameter (P/P)_.
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Allowable variation in ionizer temperature will depend on a numberof
factors and considerations. The most obvious of these is that the ionizer
temperature must not be allowed to fall below the critical value for con-
tact ionization. Ionizer temperature may be higher than the critical value,
but the neutral atom fraction will be higher also, as illustrated in the
following figure which is for a typical porous tungsten ionizer. 8
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From inspection of this figure it appears that a temperature change of 200°K
would be acceptable. This amounts to a temperature change of about 15%.
With reference to the preceding figure, it appears that Pu - 238 would cer-
tainly provide less than 15% temperature change over reasonable mission times,
and that Pm - 147 might be acceptable on this basis if most of the ionizer
• 2 .ii
heat loss were thermal radiation. Powever, a Po - 210 system would require
some means of maintainin_ a fairly constant temperature for most missions.
For example, a mechanical shutter arrangement is used in radioisotope-thermo-
electric powerplants to obtain power-flattening. If Po - 210 were used for
ionizer heating, then the weights of the shutters, mechanism, and controls
would have to be charged against the thruster, thereby increasing the thruster
effective specific weight. For these reasons, Po - 210 is not considered as
a possible radioisotope for ionizer heating in the present analysis.
Effective specific weight I of contact-ionization thrusters with radio-
isotope heating of the ionizer can be estimated from the information presented
so far. An expression for thruster effective specific weight O_th can be
3
written as :
O_t h z O(th + O_r (Q/Pj,eff) + (°_c ÷ _pp/_c ) (l'_th)/_t h
+ Mtank /Pj,eff
where the following definitions are used:
(6)
th ----nhv_rml _p_riF#e W_gh_ nF _hr11_1-_r. ]h/l(w4F''J ....................... • i
O{ r ---specific weight of radioisotope, Ib/kwt
O(¢ _ physical specific weight of power conversion, power conditioning,
and controls, ib/kwe
_pp = specific weight of powerplant
K = efficiency of power conversion, conditioning, and controls sub-
system
th = thruster efficiency
Mtank = weight of propellant tanks
The Hughes multi-strip thruster can be used for purposes of comparison
with other existing thrusters. This thruster has a weight for a given ionizer
area 4, and assuming that the electric heaters would weigh no more than the
radioisotope container, and that the heat shielding would be the same as
for the all-electric design, then the physical specific weight is:
(_th = (24.3 x i000)/(0.0115 x 170 X_net ) = 12,400/_ne t (7)
Specific weights of radioisotopes are listed in Table i. Pu - 238 has a
lower specific weight than Pm - 147, so Pu - 238 is used for the present
analysis in order to be the most favorable towards the radioisotope-ionizer-
heating concept. The ratio Q/Pj,eff is given by equation (5). Some other
system parameters must be assumed: O_ c = I0 ib/kwe, _c = .92, and
O_p = 20 ib/kwe (these are the same as used in a previous comparison 3 ofP
existing thrusters).
With radioisotope heating of the ionizer, the only remaining thruster
losses are the vaporizer heating, the neutralizer power, and the acceler-
ator drain currents. These losses will vary with thruster module size. For
example, the NASA-Lewis mercury-discharge thruster has such losses amounting
to about 5% for a 15-cm anode size and about 1% for a 50-cm anode size at
design operating conditions of 5000 and 9000 seconds specific impulse respec-
tively. These losses are equivalent to about 190 ev/ion for the 15-cm thrus-
ter and I00 ev/ion for the 50-cm thruster. Since the 50-cm mercury-discharge
thruster represents the best performance to date, the neutralizer and vapor-
izer powers Of I00 ev/ion will be assumed here. This assumption results in
an expression for thruster efficiency as follows:
_th = i (8)
i + (lO0/_ne t)
Propellant utilization efficiency has been assumed to be 100%, but would be
somewhat less if a plasma-bridge neutralizer were used.
Tankage has been discussed in a previous analysis 3 , where a 24% tankage
for cesium was calculated by comparison with a flight-qualified mercury tank
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design • Future advances in tank design such as frozen cesium maydecrease
this tankage fraction, but until such advancesare shownto be feasible, the
24%tankage represents the best state-of-the-art. In the previous analysis 3,
a tankage penalty o[ Mtank/Pj,ef f = 8 ib kwj was found for cesium-propellant
thrusters, and this same value is used here.
Effective specific weight of a contact-ionization thruster with radio-
isotope-ionizer heating can be estimated from the discussion so far. An
estimate such as this is shown in the following figure.
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If lighter weight tankage can be devised, then the total values of O_th
could be reduced accordingly. It must be noted here that the additional
penalty associated with non-ideal thrust program is not included in these
calculations. This penalty can amount to 5 or i0 ib/kwj for many missions I.
The preceding figure was composed without regard to radioisotope avail-
ability. As discussed previously, i/3 of the 1980 annual production of
Pu-238 might be assigned to electric propulsion, which would amount to 20 kwt.
This limitation in availability would result in the restrictions in the
operating range of the radioisotope-heated contact-ioniztion thruster as
indicated in the following figure. This figure was constructed from the
information shown in Figures 5 and 9.
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From inspection of this figure it is clear that radioisotope heating of con-
tact thruster ionizers would be limited to electric propulsion systems having
power levels in the lowest portion of the range of interest for Saturn-V-class
boosted electric spacecraft.
If radioisotope availability were increased by a factor of five to
i00 kwt, then the restrictions in operating range would be as shownin the
next figure.
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Availability of radioisotopes may be different from these discussed
here. In this event, the lower limits of operation would change, and
could be incorporated quite simply onto figures such as the preceding.
The general format of calculations could be the sameas used herein.
The final portion of assessment of the radioisotope-heated contact-
ionization thruster is that of comparison with existing and hypothetical
future thrusters. This comparison can be done with the aid of a previous 3
analysis, and is shownin the following figure.
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On the basis of this comparison, the cesium-contact thruster with a Pu-238
ionizer heater appears to offer performance gains over existing thrusters.
It should be noted here that a neutralizer and vaporizer power loss of I00
ev/ion has been charged against the radioisotope-heated contact thruster.
If this loss could be reduced, then the performance would be somewhat better.
A rough estimate of possible savings in inefficiency loss can be made by
inspection of Figure 9.
The disquieting feature of the radioisotope-heated contact thruster is
the limitation of operating range due to radioisotope availability. If
boosters smaller than the Saturn-V class could be used for electric spacecraft
missions, these limitations would be eased somewhat. For example, solar-
electric spacecraft boosted with the Saturn IB/Centaur might be a possible
application. However, such applications would be short-range, and the ques-
tion of whether the costs of development of a radioisotope-heated contact
thruster system would be worthwhile is cogent to the future of the overall
electric propulsion program. If this application is considered seriously,
then a more exact and comprehensive systems study could be done along the
lines of the analysis described here.
This analysis has been'confined to consideration of primary electric
propulsion. Application of radioisotope heaters to contact-ionization thrus-
ters for satellite attitude and position control is certainly feasible with
regard to radioisotope availability. The potential advantage of elimination
of electric heaters is attractive, and would do much to reduce the complexity
of currently proposed electrostatic thrusters for satellite propulsion°
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PROPELLANTFROMSPENTTANKAGE
by W.R. Mickelsen
67
Spent tankage has been suggested as a possible source of propellant for
electric spacecraft I. Chemical rocket propellant tanks are expected to be
made of aluminum because of the superior fracture resistance of aluminum at
cryogenic temperatures 2. Aluminum melts at 932°K, which is a reasonably mod-
erate temperature for conversion of spent tankage to the vapor state• Alum-
inum vapor could then be fed into electric thrusters as propellant.
Before investigating the feasibility of aluminum vapor as propellant in
electric thrusters, it is necessary to evaluate the improvement in mission
performance that would result from the utilization of spent booster tankage.
Fortunately a precise evaluation of performance gains can be made in a simple,
closed-form analysis which is described in this section.
Payload mass fraction Mpay/M o for electric spacecraft is given by the ex-
pression derived by Melbourne3:
M Mps (i)L ---- pay _ 1
M o M o M o
1 + J
2Pj ,eff
In this expression the following definitions are used:
M mass of payload delivered at terminus of electric-propulsion phasepay
M o = total mass of electric spacecraft at beginning of electric propul-
sion phase, including spent-tankage used as propellant
, _ F2
Pj,eff effective jet power ie, Pj,eff /(2mtot), where F is thrust and
mto t is total rate of propellant consumption
£J = (F/M) dt, where "_ is the propulsion duration, and M is instantan-
eous mass of the electric spacecraft
3.2
M = mass of electric propulsion systemps
If spent tankage from upper stages of chemical boosters were used for
electric-thruster propellant, then the parameter for evaluating mission
performance is the payload mass fraction based on electric spacecraft mass
not including the spent tankage massMst. That is, the chemical booster
would launch an electric spacecraft of massMo-Mst, and the spent booster
tankage would be added to makea total spacecraft starting mass of Mo.
This payload fraction Lst is defined by:
M
pay (2)
Lst _ M -M
o st
where Mst is the mass of spent tankage which is salvaged for electric-pro-
pulsion propellant. By combining equations (i) and (2), the following ex-
pression for payload fraction can be written:
M
i ps
Lst _ M M M - M _ " M - M
o st 4 o st __j o st
Mo Mps
(3)
where _ is the propulsion-system specific mass.
ps
Spent tankage mass fraction F can be defined as:
M
O
(4)
Propulsion-system mass fraction S can be defined as:
M M
S _ ps __ ps 1
M o - Mst M o I -F
(5)
These mass fractions can be used to simplify equation (3) as follows:
1
Lst- - S (6)
I.F+I_psj
S 2
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This equation can be further simplified by using the Melbourne 3
parameter _:
2
2
which results in:
1
Lst @2 - S (8)
i - F + --
Mass fraction F and the parameter _ are fixed by the mission and by the
propulsion system specific mass. Propulsion-system mass fraction S can be
varied to obtain maximum payload by setting dLst/dS = 0 as follows:
dLst = @ 21S21 i _k 0 (9)
dS 2 2
(I - F +_/S)
Solving for optimum S:
Sopt _ _ (I -_) (i0)1 - F
and using this expression for Sop t in equation (8):
i (i -@ )2Lst - 1 - F (Ii)
Maximum payload mass fraction L when spent tankage is not used is de-
rived by Melbourne 3 with the relult:
Lma x : (i -_ )2 (12)
The gain in mission performance can be expressed as the ratio of payload mass
fractions:
L
st -- 1
-- - _ <!3>
L 1 - F
3.4
3
Melbourne has a]so shownthat when payload is maximized, then the propellant
mass fraction M /M is:
pr o
M
pr
M
o
(14)
Now, it is clear that for maximum payload gain, F should be as near unity as
possible in equation (13). However F cannot exceed the propellant mass frac-
tion given by equation (14). Therefore, the maximum payload gain is expressed
by:
max 1 - @
(15)
Payload mass-fraction gains calculated from equation (13) are shown in Figure i.
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From inspection of Figure 1 it is evident that the greatest gains in payload
fraction will occur at the highest values of F, which correspond to the high-
est values of . In essence, the observation can be made that payload gains
will be the greatest for the more difficult missions (ie, those with the high-
est values of _ ).
Dependence on mission difficulty can be illustrated further by noting that
equation (ii) can be rewritten with the aid of equation (14) for F :
max
Lst max _ i - _ (ib)
This expression is plotted in Figure 2.
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Together with equation (12) for L.
o_ _ \,Lma x _ ,_ _
Fi II II : II I]
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3.6 _
Included in Figure 2 are the approximate locations of _ for various heliocen-
tric transfer missions for planetary orbiters with _ps _ 15 kg/kwj. From this
figure it is also evident that the greatest payload gains by use of spent tank-
age will be for the more ambitious missions.
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THERMALPOWERAUG}fENTATION
IN ELECTRICPROPULSIONSYSTEMS
by William R. Mickelsen
Jet power in conventional electric propulsion systems would be produced
entirely from the electric power output from the electric powerpiant, fhis
electric power might be produced in a Rankine-cycle powerplant having a prime
thermal-power source such as a nuclear reactor. The thermodynamiccycle is
usually not very efficient, and the electric powerplant has a significant mass
which detracts from payload capacity of the electric spacecraft. Augmentation
of the jet powerwith thermal power directly from the prime thermal-power
source is a possible meansfor improving electric spacecraft performance.
Thermal power augmentation in electric propulsion systems aan be repre-
sented schematically as in Figure 4.1. The basic modeof operation is that the
propellant passes through a prime thermal power source thereby acquiring a
thermal power represented by the product of total enthalpy and mass flow rate.
The heated propellant then passes through a nozzle in which the total enthalpy
_= _L,v=L_=_ to kinetic energy of _ _-_ .... _ _=,,L_w _= _=_L
enters the electric thruster with a significant thermal power. Electric power
is used in the electric thruster to add to the power contained in propellant
motion. Final jet power is simply the sumof the thermal power entering the
thruster and the electric power addedto the propellant stream in the electric
acceleration process. Electric power is generated by the electric powerplant
which derives its power from the prime thermal power source. Here the electric
powerplant is assumedto contain all power conditioning and controls required
by the electric thruster.
Twoprime thermal power sources are shownin Figure 4.1, but these two could
be combined into one source such as one nuclear reactor. Another configuration
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might be a nuclear reactor for the electric powerplant, and a chemical re-
action for the thermal heating of the propellant. For example, an exother-
mic chemical reaction might be a part of colloid-particle formation during
the flow through the nozzle. Chemical power released in such colloid-parti-
cle electrostatic propulsion systems could be utilized for thermal power aug-
mentation of jet power as illustrated in Figure 4.1
Performance of the ATEPthermal-power-augmentation electric-propulsion
system* can be evaluated by comparison with conventional electric propulsion
systems. Such an analysis is done here.
Total mass Mpsof the ATEPsystem is:
Mps_ Mpp _ Mr + Mn + Mth + Mtank (4.1)
where M is electric powerplant mass, M is the mass of the prime thermalpp r
power source for propellant heating, Mn is mass of the propellant-flow nozzle
subsystem, Mth is electric thruster mass, and Mtank is propellant-tank mass.
Equation (4.1) can be rewritten:
Mps_PP (Mpp/_PP)+_r (Mr/_r)+ Pn (Mn/Pn) + _th _pp [Mth/(_th_pp I _ Mtank (4.2)
where _this electric thruster efficiency, and where the powers are as shown in
Figure 4.1. A physical specific mass can be defined for each of the subsystems:
O_pp= Mpp/_pp (4.3)
O_r _=Mr/_r (4.4)
(_n Mn/Pn (4.5)
O_th _-:Mth/(_th%p) (4.6)
*ATEP system: augmented-thermally electric propulsion system
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These specific masses can be substituted into equation (4.2):
Mps = O_p _pp + _r_r _ O_n Pn FcY_th_th_pp + Mtank (6.7)
Specific mass of the entire propulsion system can be defined:
- _ /P (4.8)
_pS pS j
Equation (4.7) can be divided by Pj to obtain:
O_ps = O_pp(_pp/Pj)+0_ r (@r/Pj)+Od n (Pn/Pj)+ Gth_th(%p/Pj) 4 Mtank/P j (4.9)
The last term can be related to CXps as follows:
Mtank/Pj _ %s Mtank/Mps (4.10)
Tank mass can be related to propellant mass Mpr through a tankage factor k:
Mtank = k Mpr (4.11)
Combining equations (4.10) and (4.11):
Mtank/Pj = _ps k Mpr/Mps (4.12)
This equation can be expressed in terms of vehicle mass fractions:
Mtank/P j O_ps k _prlL_o)/rv _ _= " " _psl_o j (4.15)
where M is the total initial mass of the vehicle.
o
Further derivation is required before equation (4.13) can be stated in terms of
mission parameters.
By means of a fundamental analysis, the payload fraction Mpay/M ° can be
derived (e.g. reference 4.1, pp. 45-48):
M M
pay :: i _ __p_f_
M° i + 2--_-- (F/M) 2 dt__ o o
J
//
_.i4)
4,4
The first term on the right side of equation (4'14) is the final mass fraction,
so that the propellant mass fraction is:
M
pr = 1 -
M
o
____p__o
2 p. f /_F/M_ 2I +
J
dt (15)
From the previous definition of propulsion system specific mass, it is evident
that the sub-system masses can be separated into power components and propel-
lant components, and the propulsion system mass fraction can be written:
Mps/M o = Me/M ° + Mtank/M o
Using the tankage factor k:
(16)
Mps/M =_ + k(Mpr/M o)o Me/Mo (17)
From equations (4.14), (4.15), and (4.17):
M M
pay= l+k e
M° i + ½ _.. (F/M) 2 dt o
J
This expression can also be written as:
k
(18)
M M
pay=_ 1 + k e
M° 1 +½ M° Me jOOT M_--_-- (F/M) 2 dt o
e j
k
(19)
A new specific massOl e can be defined:
_e - Me/Pj (20)
and this specific mass will be assumed constant in the derivation that fellows.
With this definition of specific mass, a parameter _" can be defined:
f_-2 a ½ R e (F/M) 2 dt (21)
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and with this parameter, equation (4.19) can be simplified:
M M
pay= i _ k e k (4.22)
Mo i +-b'2/(Me/Mo ) Mo
For maximum payload the_ i_ all opLimum value of Me/M o which c=L_ be fou,d by
differentiating equation (4.22) with respect to Me/M ° and setting equal to zero.
The resulting optimum value of Me/M o is:
(Me/No)opt ='¢ [(l+k) ½ °_'] (4.23)
which is similar to Melbourne's results (e.g. reference 2).
By comparing equations (4.22) and (4.15), and by using the optimum ratio of Me/M °
as given by equation (4.2_, the propellant mass fraction for maximum payload is:
Mpr/M o = _'/(l+k)½ (4.24)
Equations (4.17), (4.23), and (4.24) can be used to find an expression for Mps/Mo:
M -0-_ I+ 2k PF_
ps .... _ -
No |(l+k)_
Equations (4.24) and (4.25) can be used in equation (4.13) to obtain:
(/ 0<%
Mtank
P •
3 - O_PS I k ]i _-2k -(l+k)_ _"
(4.26)
which is the expression desired.
An expression for _ps can be found by combining equations (4.9) and (4.26):
1 + 2k -(l+k)½_"
÷ _th _th(%p/Pj )
) kc_n (Pn/Pj)
(4.27)
The power ratios in equation (4.27) can be written in terms of the nozzle exit
speed Vn and the jet exhaust speed v_ as follows. Electric power input to the
J
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propellant stream in the electric thruster is P. - P , so that:
j n
_pp := (Pj-Pn)/?t h
From this, the ratio _pp/Pj is:
(4.28)
@pp/Pj = (l'Pn/Pj)/_th (4.29)
Exhaust powers from the nozzle and from the electric thruster can be written:
. 2
Pn = ½ mVn (4.30)
From the preceding relations:
p. = ½ _v 2.
J J (4.31)
_pp/Pj ( i v 2 v 2
.... n / j)/Tth (4.32)
Stream power at the nozzle exit is:
P =_n _n r (4.33)
where _n is the nozzle flow efficiency which must include real-gas effects. From
previous relations:
/e = (v2/v2)/ 
@r j n j in (4.34)
These equations for power ratio can be incorporated into equation (4.27) :
jk 2 2- _ Vn/V j) _ (Vn/V j)i ÷ 2k (l+k) ½ -- (O_th+O_pp/_t h) (i (O(n +_Xr/_n) 2 2
(4.35)
A similar expression can be derived for the specific mass _t
ps
tional electric propulsion systems:
_ . k = _ I PP
ps I + 2k - ( th 7th
of conven-
(4.36)
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where q_z is:
-r
"TI2 / Joe= ½0L e (F'M) 2 dt t_..JO)
Equation (4.35) may be divided by equation (4.36) to obtain:
ps = [ n _ n r t n _ i i + 2k "t±T_)-_ i
(_ps i- q 1 - O(th +O_pp/_t h 1 . k
-(l+k)½_ " (4.3_)
This ex)ression can be rewritten:
_ v nps
t = ----_ 1-
_ps vj k ]1 + 2k -(l+k)½Y" (4.39)
.._1
There is a relationship between 7£ and "_'" which can be formulated by in-
spection of equations (4.21), (4.35), (4.36), and (4.37). First, noting that from
_[1- k ](O_n/O_PP) + °(r/(°(pp?n) _ 1 + 2k -(l+k) ½ _'"
(O(th/O(pp) ÷ i/Tth ]j _1
equations (4.21) and (4.37):
Further, it can be seen from equations (4.35) and (4.36) that:
(4.40)
f . , ,
O('e Vn 1 PP)
_# - 1 2 (O_th/_pp) + I/?th
e vj (4.41)
which is merely the first factor in equation (4.39). Therefore, equation (4.39)
!
can be solved explicitly for C(ps/Okps if values are assigned to the various
parameters.
Typical values for the specific mass ratios might be:
O_n/OLpp = 0.01
e_ /_ = o.lo
r pp
O_thl_pp = 0.05
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Typical values of the efficiencies might be:
_n = 0.5
_th = 0.9
With these typical values, equation (4.39) reduces to:
Jps = i + 2k -(l+k)½_ i- o.81 k
ps J El - i + 2k -(l+k)½ _ - (42)
The ratio O_ps/O_s can be calculated for a range of values of Vn/V j by assum-
ing values of k and of 7F I.
Both the trajectory and the propulsion system specific mass enter into
I /
the magnitude of qF . Values of _" for conventional electric propulsion sys-
tems are shown in Figure 4.2. Reasonable payload fractions are associated with
/ I
a range of _ from 0.3 to 0.9. Values of _ps/_ps calculated from equation
4.42 are shown in Figure 4.3 for a tankage of k = O. From this figure, it is
clear that substantial reductions in propulsion system specific mass are theo-
retically possible with the ATEP system. Essentially the same reductions in
I
O_ps/°Lps would occur for the case of negligible tankage as illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.4.
The effect of propulsion-system mass reduction on payload fraction is also
of interest. Payload fraction Mpay/M o can be found by combining equations 4.22
and 4.23 with the result:
Mpay/M o = 1 +_2 _(2+k)_0_/(l+k) ½ (43)
The parameter _" is related to 2FIby equations (4.44) and (4.41). Payload frac-
tions of the ATEP system are shown in Figure 4.5 for a range of Vn/V j and -0J. It
l
can be seen from this figure that the payload in difficult missions (e.g.,2f : .9)
could be doubled even for values of Vn/V j as low as 0.37. Also a 50% increase
4,9
in payload is possible for values of Vn/Vj as low as 0.28.
This analysis has shownthat very significant improvement in performance
is possible with the ATEPsystem. Such performance gains are possible only
when the nozzle exhaust velocity vn is about 0.3 or more of the final jet ve-
locity vj. For example if the nozzle exhaust velocity vn corresponds to a
specific impulse of 300 seconds, the ATEPsystem would provide significant
performance gains only for missions (or portions of missions) that require a
specific impulse of I000 seconds or less. In considering the implications of
this statement, it must be rememberedthat somemissions are fairly insensi-
tive to deviations from optimum specific impulse. For instance, optimum spe-
cific impulse might be 1300 seconds, but operation at a specific impulse of
i000 seconds might result in only a small loss in payload. If this were true,
then an ATEPsystem with Vn/gc = 300 sec. would be advantageous.
Systemshaving solid-core nuclear reactors as prime thermal power sources
would require a propellant with a low molecular weight. Nuclear reactors are
temperature limited, so a low molecular weight is required if vn is to be an
appreciable fraction of vj.
If electrothermal thrusters were used in an ATEPsystem, heat would have
to be added to a supersonic stream.
If plasma thrusters were used in an ATEPsystem, plasma generation would
have to be done in a supersonic stream having an appropriate density.
If electrostatic thrusters were used in an ATEPsystem, meansfor achiev-
ing a reasonably high current density in a space-charge-limited accelerator
would have to be found. For example, if a low-molecular-weight propellant were
thermally accelerated to vn, and then formed into heavy molecules or into col-
loids while still moving at Vn, then adequate current density might be achieved.
Primary motivation for further investigation of the ATEPsystem concepts
4.10
must stem from mission requirements. Substantial portions of future space
missions will require specific impulse in the neighborhood of i000 sec., so
further investigation of ATEPsystem applications is justified.
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5.1
by Daniel C. Garvey and William R. Mickelsen
Analysis of the ATEP concept in the preceding section has shown
.LLLL_J.'*.*'V'_LLL_--..LAt.. J.l_ t:L.L_ LVJ.X _J_L L ULLL_," LLS._'_ WUU J.U _Je. _JU_ *'J.L) J._Ltic_ :3 J._LIJ.._. A.t..CALLI--
if the ATEP concept could be applied to real electric propulsion
systems. Because of this promise it is of interest to examine the
general feasibility of using electrostatic, electrothermal thrusters
in the ATEP concept. Preliminary results of this examination are
discussed in this section.
Electrostatic Thrusters
The basic mode of operation of the ATEP system is described by
Figure 4.1 of the previous section. A nuclear reactor is part of the
thermodynamic system that provides electric power for the electro-
static thruster. In the assumed thruster model, liquid lithium
propellant flows from the propellant tank through the reactor, where
it is heated, producing lithium vapor with a small degree of ioniza-
tion. Lithium was chosen for this analysis because of its advantage
as a reactor coolant and because of its low molecular weight and
good tankage properties. Upon leaving the reactor, the lithium
molecules are accelerated by the nozzle to a supersonic velocity.
The electrostatic thruster model chosen for analysis here is a colloid-
particle thruster concept in which colloid particles are formed in
the nozzle flow in a condensation region, as described in the next
section. After leaving the nozzle, the colloid particles are assumed
to be charged in a charging chamber, and subsequently accelerated
in an electrostatic accelerator,
5.2
The Supersonic Nozzle. The purpose of the supersonic nozzle in
Sketch A is to convert the gas enthalpy at stagnation conditions
To and Po into kinetic energy at the nozzle exit plane. (Symbols
are defined in the symbol list at the end of this section):
To _ Te
Po Pe
r Ve
Sketch A
Assuming that the lithium vapor is an ideal monatomic gas, and that
the flow is one demensional and isentropic, the velocity at the
exit plane can be determined from an energy balance:
v e -_ [2Jg (Ho - He)] ½
The stagnation enthalpy for an ideal monatomic gas is given by 5.1
(5.1)
H o = 5 (i +_) R (TO - Tv) + Hv + H i
2 m
(5.2)
In equation (5.1), the total heat required to vaporize the gas is
given by Hv. Figure 5.1 depicts the lithium propellant vaporization
5.2
curve • The degree of ionization present is given by O( and Hi
is the enthalpy invested in ionization. For monatomic gases, the
relation between the degree of ionization o_, temperature To and
pressure Po may be obZained from the Saha Equation 5_ :
5.3
log I o_2 ) Po - -9072Ei+ 5 log To(°R) + log 2Q+- 6.491To(°R) 2 1.8 Q-- (5.3)
The partition functions Q, Q+ and the ionization potential Ei
of the lithium molecule were obtained from the literature 5"4.
In Figure 5.2 the degree of ionization O_is plotted for different
values of stagnation temperature To and pressure Po" The
_nthalpy which goes into ionization _f the gas is given by 5.1 :
Hi = 41526 ¢_ E i
m
(5.4)
If it is assumed that the propellant does not cool below its
vaporization temperature upon expansion in the nozzle, the
energy required for vaporization _L_-_ionization may be .......
JI..IL I.J _ _ L 1
Hf = H i _-Hv (5.5)
The stagnation enthalpy is then given by:
5 (i +_) R (To - Tv) + Hf
Ho: _ m
(5.6)
The enthalpy at the exit plane (He) is composed of energy
frozen in the flow due to vaporization and ionization (Hf)
and thermal energy Ht remaining in the flow:
He = H t + Hf (5.7)
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Rewriting equation (5.2) and applying equations (5.5), (5.6) and
(5.7), the velocity at the nozzle exit is characterized by:
Ve--12Jg [5 (i + _)R (T°"Tv)m -Ht ] I ½ (5.8)
If it is assumed that the area ratio A/A* is very large, then:
(i + O() _ (To _ Tv)>_ H t
2 m
(5.9)
and
It IIve = 2J 5 R (I+ ¢K ) (TO _ Tv )
_-- g-- 2 m
(5.to)
The impulse at the nozzle exit plane is described by 5"I
(i ÷ ¢K ) (TO - Tv) ]
(5.11)
Figure 5.3 depicts the value of impulse at the nozzle exit plane
for various stagnation temperatures To and pressures Po" It is
apparent in Figure 5.3 that stagnation conditions of high
temperatures (To_20OO°K) and low pressures (po d 103 _)
Cm_
are desirable for large nozzle specific impulse (le >f 300 sec.)
with a low molecular weight lithium propellant. The exit Mach
number associated with the nozzle specific impulse at various
stagnation temperatures is described by Figure 5.4.
5.5
Ionization Chamber. Atomic lithium particles enter the ionization
chamber traveling at a velocity v e obtained from acceleration by
the supersonic nozzle. In the model ionization chamber, it is
assumed that charging and homogenous condensation occur at velocity
v e. The charged colloidal particles leave the chamber at a
velocity ve. (Sketch B)
v e
m M
o _ Ve0
Q
M
v
r e
Sketch B
Electrostatic Thr_ter. Upon exiting the ionization chamber, the
charged colloidal particles enter the electrostatic thruster at a
velocity ve. (Sketch C)
_ accel
M _ _electrode
Ve
screen _I
e lectrode_ll
h:-J
Sketch C
O
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The charged particle equation of motion is obtained from Sketch C:
M d___v= qE = .q d__
dt dx
(5.12)
With the integration of equation 5.12 and application of the
boundary conditions _= _o and v _= Ve, equation 5.12 can be
integrated :
M (v2 - Ve 2) = -q (4)-¢o)
2
(5.13)
The particle velocity in equation (5.13) is characterized by:
v = 2M___(_o_¢) + Ve2
5 _i\
The kinetic energy of the charged particle entering the thruster
is equivalent to a potential energy:
Mve2 q _T
2
(5.15)
Expressing the initial particle velocity ve in terms of potential
energy:
Ve
2= 2q_ T
M
(5.16)
The particle velocity in the thruster may be expressed as:
(5.17)
5.7
From Poisson's Equation in one dimension:
(5.18)
an expression relating the potential and the charge density is
obtained. The charge density is also related to the current
density j and the particle velocity v:
_'= jv (5.19)
Applying equations (5.17) and (5.19), Poisson's Equation may
be written in the form:
-j
e° [ 2q(_°+q_tM "#)] ½
(5.20)
Solution of equation (5,20) for one dimensional space-charge-
limited flow of charged particles will result in the maximum
current density j. The space-charge-limited condition is met
in the thruster when the following boundary conditions are
satisfied:
& d_at X=O = ¢o
dx
at X = L _= #A
=-E=O
With the integration of equation (5.20) and the application of
the boundary conditions, the space-charge-limited current density
is characterized by:
5.8
- (@+ i)_+ 2_½ 2 (@
e-r-t_ + i)_ _ _½]
where
= _ t = i Mve 2 i
_o -_A 2 q (_o -_A )
For the case of zero initial particle velocity
_T = _ =O
and the current density is given by the Child-Langmuir Law
3/2
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From equations (5.21), (5.22) and (5.23), it may be observed that
for increasing values of Ve, a larger current density may be obtained
while maintaining the thruster parameters constant. Alternatively,
for increasing values of re, a constant value of current density
may be achieved for decreasing thruster area, again maintaining
thruster parameters constant. A plot of current density ratio
obtained from equations (5.21) and (5.23) is given in Figure 5.4.
Evaluation of the ATEP Model. In the evaluation of the performance
of the ATEP system, two ideal propulsion systems utilizing charged
colloidial particles were compared: electrostatic versus thermally-
augmented electrostatic. The mass flow rate in the colloid thruster
is related to the current density by :
(5.21)
(5.22)
(5.23)
5.9
M j
A t q
.KL+)
Also, the static thruster jet power/area is characterized by:
Pj = M vj 2
At _t 2
(5.25)
The current density in the thruster is space charge limited
and for the case of initial particle velocity Ve, j is given by
equation (5.21):
j= Eo <#o
-_ L--r--VM -_A )3/2 [(_ F 1)% + 2_½]
(5.21)
where
2
M v e
and
2
_ M vj
2q
The exhaust jet power per unit area in the thermally augmented
electrostatic thruster is obtained from equations (5.21), (5.24),
and (5.25): (5.26)
At ATEP ___ M
In a similar manner, the current density for the case of zero
initial particle velocity is space charge limited and is described
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by the Child-Langmuir Law:
where
:4frJo
9
2
_o -- Mvj
2q
3/2
(5.23)
The exhaust jet power per unit area in the electrostatic
thruster is characterized by:
2
{Pj) --4_AtEP 9 gOL_2__ _ ($o-$A )3/2 2vJ (5.27
From Equations (5.26) and (5.27), the jet power per unit area may
be expressed in a dimensionless form fer similar thrusters%
+ + (_+ l)½-@_
J
5.28
where
and
2
M ve
2q ($ o -_A )
2q
In accel-decel accelerators, a voltage ratio_ can be defined:
5.29
5.11
Then, the parameter _ becomes:
2V e
J
(5.3o)
(5.30) is plotted in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.
As a result of the model analysis, it is realized that an increased
jet power/area is achieved in colloid-particle electro-static thrusters
employing the ATEP system.
Electrothermal Thrusters
Application of electrothermal thrusters to the ATEP system concept
requires the addition of heat to a supersonic stream as mentioned in
Section 4. It is of interest to evaluate the theoretical performance of
electrothermal thrusters having supersonic inlet velocities.
The operating mode of the propulsion system is depicted by Figure 5.7.
....... +_ _ _f _h_ thermodynamic cvcle which orovides powerA nuc.=_ _ .... part ...... .
for the electrical heating of the propellant, Lithium was again selected
as the propellant for reasons discussed previously. After cooling the
reactor, the propellant is accelerated by the nozzle to a supersonic Math
number Me .
In the present work the effects of propellant ionization and dissociation
are not considered. The propellant upon exiting the nozzle enters the heat-
addition region of the thruster, where heat is added to the supersonic
stream. Employing the mathematical relations of Crocco 5"6, several cases
of heat addition to a supersonic stream are considered. It is intended that
the performance of the electrothermal thruster be evaluated from the view-
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point of the decrease in stagnation pressure ratio for several cases of
heat addition and the resultant effect on mission specific impulse I .J
Supersonic Nozzle. - In the model the nozzle is depicted by Sketch D.
T
O
-- A e
/_/_ Te
Po _ v e
M
e
Sketch D.
For the case of steady one dimensional flow through the ideal nozzle the
exhaust velocity as obtained from the conservation of energy equation is
described by:
(T o 'v = 2c - T ) (5.31)
e p e
Considering the nozzle flow to be reversible and adiabatic the isentro_,ic
relations are employed for various area ratios Ae/A* and stagnation
temperatures
impulse I
e
T to determine the exit Mach number M and the specific
O e
The results are plotted in Figures 5.8 and 5.9.
Heat Addition Region. - In solving flow problems with heat addition
the assumption of constant pressure or constant area is frequently made.
The wall force integral in the momentum equation is then conveniently
handled. To enlarge the scope of the flow solutions, treatment of cases
other than constant pressure or constant area is desirable. A simple re-
lation expressing mathematica11_ the variation of pressure and f]ow area
5.6
developed by Crocco is characterized by:
5.13
E
=[_i)irgPl (5.32)
where 6 -= power index.
The convenience of this relation becomes evident when it is realized 5"7
that a simple integrated form is obtained in the momentum equation along
with the cases of constant pressure heat addition (_= O) and constant
area heat addition ( _ = I). This arbitrary relation given by Equation
5.32 in no way restricts the duct length. Therefore the area of the heat
addition region could be varied with length in such a manner that the heat
addition rate yields the assumed variation of pressure with area 5"7. Hence,
the E relation provides an extension of the two more common cases mentioned.
Figure 5.10 obtained from the literature 5"7 describes the variation of
pressure ratio against area ratio for several values of E .
One dimensional flow of the lithium propellant with heat addition is
depicted by Sketch E.
q
J M.
V e
--- A J
m,- --
Me Ae J v
J
Sketch E
For steady one dimensional flow the conservation of mass equation is given
by:
= _ (5.33)
e j
which may be described by:
m---fAv-PA _i
RT
(334)
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when the gas law and Mach number definition are employed.
Applying the conservation of momentum equation in Sketch E, the followi:_
relation is obtained:
J
t"
_jv_-_eVe = peAe - pjAj +I pdA (S.3S)
,/e
With the assumption that the Crocco relation holds, the wall force integral
in equation (5.35) is characterized by:
e pdA Pe (i -_ )(pjAj - PeAe ) 36
The substitution of this result into equation (5.35) yields:
m.v ! p A : m v ! p A
3 J ] j e _ e e
17>.3 /
CI. - #- .TEe conservation of energy equation as applied to o_e_ci_ g ,,_-,_,,i,_,,_-
q = hoj - hoe ( .5.3 8 )
Equation (5.38) may be written as:
q _oj
-- ÷ 1
hoe Toe
when constant specific heats are considered. From equation (5.34):
then :
T
o
2
2 ]
• ._-.j )
and similar results may be obtained for T :
oe
<l =-- i --
oe k° J' le :/7 l
{" c) • e )
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From the momentum equation:
v = M _RT
and using equation (5.34):
which becomes:
pjAj(M_'_'+6) =_-PeAe(M2e_'+6)
2
pj Aj _ E +_0"Me
PeAe 6 +_'M_
(5.43)
The conservation of energy equation may be rewritten employing equations
(5.39), (5.41), (5.42), and (5.43):
2 2IMe)2I+ - " (5.44)hoe Me (i + M_ 6 + _-
2
or: 2
q Nj
1 + - (5 45)
hol N 2 •
e
where:
N -- (5.46)
(£ +rM 2)
Equation (5.46) is plotted in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 for positive and negative
values of power index. In Figure 5.11 the Mach number M
]
thermal choking occurs is obtained 5"7 from equation (5.46):
at which
2 1
M = {5 47)
J ____ (-0"- i) "
6
For 0 _< 6 _< _'/(D'-I) all possible values at which thermal choking occurs
5.16
are obtained.
number Mj proceeds asymptotically towards5"7.
From Figure 5.12 for negative E it is observed that the Mach
(5.48)
The future intent of this analysis is to evaluate the performance of
the thruster model from the viewpoint of the decrease in stagnation pressure
ratio for several cases of heat addition and the resultant effect upon the
mission specific impulse Ij.
Electro-Magnetic Thruster
At this time application of electromagnetic thrusters to the ATEP
system has not been considered. It is intended that a model of this system
be evaluated in the future.
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Symbols
Ei
g
H
I
J
L
m
M
P
q
Q
Q+
R
T
V
X
E
J
o-
ionization potential volts
gravitational constant
enthalpy BTU/Ibm
specific impulse sec.
JouleVs constant 778 ft. Ib./BTU
length in thruster meters
particles mass in nozzle flow
particle mass in thruster
pressure in atmosphere or dn_
cm-
coulomb charge _ 1.6 X 10-19 coulombs
partition function for neutral atom
partition function for ionized atom
universal gas constant
temperature °R or OK
velocity m/sec or ft/sec
mass flow rate
distance measurement in thruster meters
degreee of ionization
field intensity NewtonTs/coulomb
permitivity of free space 8.85 X 10 -12 coulombs
Newton m2
current density amp/meter 2
potential energy volts
charge density coulomb/meter 3
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Subscripts
e
f
i
v
o
nozzle exit
frozen
vaporization
stagnation
5.20
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Figure 5.1. Vapor pressure curve for Lithium propellant.
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ALUMINUM COLLOID FORMATION BY HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION
By W.R. Mickelsen
The use of final-booster stage spent tankage for propellant in
electric spacecraft has been analyzed in Section 3. This generalized
mission analysis has shown that payload could be doubled or tripled for
many missions if spent tankage could be used for propellant. If upper
booster stage tanks are made of aluminum, then it might be possible that
the spent tanks could be used as propellant for electric thrusters. Because
of payload increases predicted by this preliminary analysis, it is of
interest to investigate the feasibility of generating aluminum colloid
particles in the size range needed for electrostatic thrusters.
The Frenkel theory of nucleation has been modified and is in good
agreement with the condensation of nitrogen in supersonic nozzles having
a linear area increase. Nucleation rate as a function of axial distance
in a conical supersonic nozzle has been calculated with this theory and
is shown in Figure 6.1. Negligible nucleation is predicted until a high
degree of supersaturation is reached. Then the calculated nucleation rate
rises rapidly to a maximum, and quickly decreases again. This rapid
decrease in nucleation rate is attributed to the rise in static stream
temperature and pressure resulting from the release of latent heat of
vaporization from condensing particles as illustrated in Figure 6.1. If
the stream temperature and pressure could be prevented from rising to the
saturation line, the nucleation rate should remain high. It seems reason-
able that heat rejected to the supersonic stream by the condensing particles
could be absorbed in such a way that the stream temperature and pressure
would not rise to the saturation line. For example, it seems reasonable
6.2
that the cross-sectional area of the duct could be varied such that the
temperature and pressure of the stream could be kept well below the satura-
tion line. This situation would be analogous to that encountered in
supersonic combustion where heat is added to a supersonic stream.
Modifications are being made to the existing digital computer program
to allow calculation of the nozzle shape, which should provide maintenance
of high nucleation rate in a greater axial distance than shown in Figure
6.1.
Stream temperatures where theoretical nucleation rate is maximum have
been calculated and are shown in Figu_e 6.2. It is reasonable to expect
that nucleation will be much less in very low density flows. Norgren and
Goldin have found that nucleation rate is greatly reduced when the nozzle
flow is in the slip or free-molecular flow regimes. For laboratory
experiments with a 5 milliamp thruster beam current (5 ma is the laboratory
power supply limit) and a mean particle diameter of 30 angstroms, a plenum
pressure of 0.005 atmospheres or more will be necessary to avoid slip flow.
At this pressure, a temperature of about 1800 ° K would provide slightly
superheated conditions in the plenum. For the particle size and beam
current specified, nozzle throat diameters would be as shown in Figure
6.3. Nozzle designs for two plenum pressures are shown in Figures 6.4 and
6.5. Also shown are conceptual designs for the charging chamber and the
electrostatic accelerator.
Experiments done with nozzles such as these should serve to test the
nucleation theory. Particle size distribution would be measured with the
quadrupole mass spectrometer. Beam current would be a measure of the rate
of formation of nuclei in the nozzle. Nozzle flow calibration would provide
6.3
measurement of total flow rate. A wall pressure gage would determine the
residual uncondensed vapor leaving the nozzle. These measurements should
provide an adequate test of the nucleation theory_ and should also be a
test of feasibility of colloid particle generation from aluminum vapor.
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ALUMINUM-OXIDE COLLOID FORMATION BY VAPOR-PHASE
CHEMICAL REACTION
by S. W. Shin, G. W. Tompkin, Jr., and W. R. Mickelsen
Another possible method for colloid-particle formation in
colloid thrusters is by chemical reaction. Of particular interest
is the chemical reaction between aluminum vapor and oxygen and/or
water vapor. Aluminum would be available from spent tankage, and
the oxidant would be available from open cycle life maintainance
systems.
Existing theories i-5 are for homogeneous nucleation and
therefore none of them can be applied to the AI-0 combustion system,
since the vapor state AI203 does not exist at the limited maximum
flame temperature ( : b. p. of A1203). A spectroscopic investiga-
tion of AI-O flame shows that the vapors consist of AI0, AI20 , AI,
and atomic oxygen. Therefore, it can be easily seen that the
nucleation is achieved through a rather complex reaction among
those chemical species. It is also apparent that the condensa-
tion is heterogeneous. Courtney I, in his comments on the nucleation
in combustion system, indicated that there has been no quantitative
data on nucleation in combustion and that the rate of complex
nucleation in a combustion system is only of academic interest
at present, because vapor phase chemical reactions preceding conden-
sation will usually be rate controlling.
In the absence of a verified theory, there are two avenues of
investigation: experimental and analytical. The history of combus-
tion research teaches that both of these avenues should be pursued
simultaneously, and this past experience appears to be fully perti-
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nent to the present situation. Research should be done to formulate
a theory of heterogeneous nucleation of chemically reacting species.
Formulation of this theory should depend to a large degree on infor-
mation obtained from experiments on chemical-reaction-nucleation
of aluminum, water, and oxygen systems.
There appears to be no quantitative data on, nor a theory
or model for, heterogeneous condensation nucleation which is
predicted in the case of AI-0 combustion. A condensation theory
will be sought which can explain the product particle size experi-
enced by operation of the above system and various conditions. A
very small (50A) particle size is predictable because of the cre-
ation of a high degree of supersaturation. A quadrupole mass
spectrometer provides a meansof determining the distribution of
particles.
If the chemical species existing in the burning gases are
identified through the spectroscopic method, the flame temperature
and the composition at that temperature can be reconciled from
thermodynamic calculation.
A quantitative analysis of flame composition needed for the
development of a heterogeneous nucleation model results from itera-
tion of equilibrium and enthalpy calculations. The first step is
to calculate the composition of the flame gases for an adiabatic
flame temperature.
Adiabatic Flame Temperature and Chemical Species
Wolfhard and Parker 6 compared flame temperatures measured
by line-reversal and absolute-intensity methods with color temper-
7.3
atures. The former methods gave temperatures of about 3273°K,
whereas the color temperature was 3873°K for aluminum. The dis-
crepancy was explained by anomalousabsorptivity of the small
aluminum oxide particles which was found to increase from small
..... j .............. g ............ _n
the value of the aluminum oxide boiling point (3253°K) available
at the time of their work, the authors concluded that the true flame
temperatures were those determined by the line-reversal and the
absolute-intensity methods, whereas the color temperature had no
physical significance. In comparison with currently accepted
value of aluminum oxide boiling point 7 of 3800°K, the boiling point
of aluminum oxide is closer to the measured color temperature
(3873°K at 1 atmos.). A plausible explanation might be that the
temperature of aluminum flame was reduced below the theoretical
maximum by ratiation losses.
In contrast to Wolfhard and Parker, Rautenberg and Johnson 8
identified the color temperature with the true flame temperature.
In any case, the flame temperature cannot exceed the oxide boiling
point because of the restrictions, i.e. (i) large heat of vaporiza-
tion of oxide (2) the limited stability of condensed oxide product,
that is, oxide begins to decompose significantly at high flame
temperature. Therefore, a higher environmental pressure would
give a slightly higher flame temperature because of a slightly
higher boiling point at that higher pressure and because of lesser
decomposition. This occurance of dissociation at high temperature
complicates the calculation of theoretical flame temperature. This
theoretical temperature to which the flame may rise after the com-
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bustion can be calculated from thermodynamic data. It is necessary
to know the temperature to be able to calculate the amount of
dissociation to get the gas composition, but on the other hand
the temperature itself depends on the composition.
The theoretical flame temperature can be obtained on the
assumption that there is no heat loss or gain by radiation, thermal
conduction, or convection. The first step is to calculate the
composition of the flame products for an assumedtemperature. The
next step is to find the amounts of heat produced by the chemical
reaction and heat consumedto heat the flame products of the
composition at the assumedtemperature from room temperature to the
assumedflame temperature. The assumption of flame temperature is
repeated until the heat balance between heat production and heat
consumption is achieved.
The identification of chemical species existing at the flame
temperature is still in doubt. Friedman and Macek in their
experimental work of aluminum particle combustion showedthe presence
of decomposition products, AI, AIO, AI20, O, and 02 at 1 atmosphere.
However, Glassmanargued the AI20 species does not exist. In
Glassman's spectroscopic investigation of burning aluminumwires
in oxygen-inert gas mixtures, all bands and lines on the aluminum
flame spectrograms are identifiable as AI, AIO, and impurities,
and none can be attributed to AI20. The only possiblility that could
resolve this disagreement would be for A120 to be present as a short-
lived intermediate under the condition that aluminum flame experi-
ments are carried out. From a vapor pressure study of aluminum-
oxygen system under reducing and under neutral Conditions, Brewer
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and Searcy 7 concluded that under reducing conditions A1 and
AI20 are the principal vapor species while under neutral conditions
AIO and 0 are the principal vapor components. In the reducing con-
ditions, AI203 is heated with aluminum or another reducing metal.
On the other hand. AI203 is heated alone under the neutral condi-
tions.
Following G lassman and Brewer and SearcyTs observations, it
can be assumed that one mole of AI203 (_) dissociates into four
moles of the fragments AIO, AI, and 2 [O] upon decomposition.
No information is available on the form in which oxygen appears as
a dissociation product. The assumption that atomic rather than
molecular oxygen is the remaining fragment was made following
Ackermann, Thorn, and Winslow 9. The formation and the decomposition
reactions of AI203 (_) are as follows. Formation of AI203 (_):
3
2AI (g) + _ 02 (g) _ AI203 (_)
Decomposition of AI_O_ (_):
AI203 (_) --_ AIO (g) + 20(g)
At the equilibrium between liquid phase and gaseous phase of burnt
products, the number of moles of undecomposed AI203 (_) is n(l -_)
whereas the numbers of noles of AiO(g), Al(g), and O(g) are n _,
n_, and 2n_ respectively. _ is defined as the degree of dissociation
and n is the total number of moles of AI203 (_) initially
produced by combustion. Then, the sum of moles of each species at
equilibrium gives the total number of moles, that is n(l _ 3 _)moles.
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The adiabatic flame temperature can be found in stages by
successive approximation. First trial calculation is attempted
using the flame temperature of 3800°K. The equilibrium constant
Kp is expressed for the decomposition reaction of AI203 (_) in
terms of the partial pressures of each species:
Kp = PAIO PAl (P0)2
-- 4(PAl)4
The value PAl = 8.9 X 10 -2 atm can be obtained using Loglo Kp -
-3.6 at T = 3800°K (Figure i). The parti_pressure is proportional
to mole fraction and therefore, PAl- n _ . p where p
n(l + 3 _ )
is the total pressure.
The degree of dissociation at T _ 3800°K thus found from the
above relation is _= 0.12. The numbers of moles of burnt products
on the basis of one mole AI203 (_) formation are as follow:
Burnt Product Number of Mole
AI203 (_) 0.88
AI (g) 0.12
AI0 (g) 0.12
0 ($) 0.24
Total 1.36
It is noted here that the true mole number of burnt products is
n(l + 3 _) = 1.36n, and increase of 0.36 n moles over the mole
number of burnt products without decomposition. This directly
indicates that the dissociation uses up a significant amount of
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energy and limits the flame temperature. The dissociation energy
of A1203 (_) is indirectly determined by the use of thermochemical
data. I0
A1 (g) + 0(g) --_ AIO (g) _HOfl
2AI (g) + 30(g) _ AI203 (_) AH °fz
AI203 (_) --_ AI0 (g) + AI (g) + 20 (g) AD °
Thus, the dissociation energy per mole of AI203 (_) is
D° = AH°fl - _H°fz = -119.96 - (-682.55) = 562.59 Kcal/mole,
where _H°f is the heat of formation from elements in an atomic
gas state. The energy consumed upon the decomposition of 0.12
moles (_) of AI203 (_) is therefore 67.51Kcal (= _D°). Next
to be calculated is how much heat would be required to heat the
burnt products from room temperature to T = 3800°K. The heat
content of the total true moles of burnt products thus calculated
is 135.25 Kcal.
In addition to the heat content of burnt products and to the
decomposition energy, heat is also consumed to vaporize aluminum
if aluminum is not vaporized prior to chemical reaction and to
dissociate the oxygen molecule into oxygen atom. By adding the
heat of sublimation of 2AI (77.48 Kcal/mole, reference ii) to the
3 02 (7.02 eV = 161 7 Kcal/mole, referencedissociation energy of _
12), the sum of these two values becomes 397.5 Kcal. _lerefore,
the total heat consumed is 600.27 Kcal on the basis of one mole
AI203 (_) formation.
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Next the heat produced in the flame must be determined_ The
main source of heat liberated is in the formation of AI203 (_)
and is equal to one molar heat of formation of AI203 (_) from the
elements in an atomic gas state ( _H°f-682.55 Kcal/mole at
3800°K, reference I0) on the same basis as the heat consumed. The
value of _H°f _ -682.55 compares with 600.27 Kcal of heat consum-
tion: Thus the true temperature of the flame, assuming no heat loss,
will be higher than 3800°K, and the whole calculation must be
repeated for composition at a higher temperature and then the heat
balance test must be done and so on until a temperature is found
for which the heat consumed is equal to the heat produced in forming
a burning mixture with the composition at that temperature.
The computations of compositions of aluminum-oxygen flame at
various temperatures and the heat balance computations are summarized
in Table i. From the table, it can be concluded that the theoretical
adiabatic flame temperature lies near 3930°K. This discrepancy
between the reported flame temperature, 3800°K, and the temperature
in this calculation, 3930°K, probably results from the extrapolation
to high temperatures of thermodynamic data in reference i0. This
flame temperature is in a good agreement with the flame temperature
of 3908°K in Table II calculated by Fassel. However, tile actual
flame due to the great emissivity of the particles in the flame.
The thermodynamic data relavent to the calculations in this
section are from the literature. I0 The plots of the Gibbs free
energy change(_GOT) , the enthalpy change (_H°T) , and the entropy
change (_S°T) against the absolute temperature in Kelvin are shown
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in Figures 2, 3, and 4, for the decomposition reaction, A]203 (_)
AlO(g) + Al(g) + 20(g) based upon the literature I0. Fromthese
figures, the LOgl0 Kp versus T°K graph is plotted in Figure i by
the thermodynamic relationship, LOgl0 Kp = ._GTO/2.303RT.
Particle Size Distributien
Fein 14 developed a particle volume distribution equation for
aluminum oxide particles resulting from the burning of aluminum
metal cylinders through which oxygen is passed. He compared his
distribution analysis with the actual distribution of AI203 product
and found excellent agreement. The normalized number average volume
distribution function is converted below to a number average mass
distribution function and renormalized. The resulting distribution
function is then analyzed for ideal thrustor efficiency. The ideal
thrustor efficiency analysis method of Mickelsen and Kaufman 15 was
used. The indicated efficiency was 30%.
The proceeding efficiency analysis is based on the number
average volume (proportional to mass) and the particle size distri-
bution as predicted by Fein and confirmed by a microscopic size
analysis. Certain significant model parameters and associated
assumptions for FeinWs treatment are listed: (I) Complete radial
mixing is assumed throughout the chamber except within a thin
low-temperature region immediately adjacent to the propellant
surface. In the main gas stream, plug flow (no axial mixing) of
combustion products is assumed to prevail from the head end of the
chamber to the nozzle entrance. (2) Steady state is assumed to
to prevail, and the pressure and temperature are constant throughout
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the main gas stream. (3) It is assumedthat propellant burning
rate does not vary with the distance from the head end of the
chamber, that the decrease in the moles of gas from condensation
of the oxide is small comparedto the total moles of gas, and that
the chamberdiameter does not change significantly with time.
Thus, the velocity of the combustion products is directly proportion-
al to the distance from the head end of the chamber. (4) It is
assumedthat preformed nuclei are introduced into the main gas
stream at the constant rate of no (nuclei/sec/cm of chamber length).
The initial volume of a nucleus is assumedto be constant and is
designated by v° (cm3). vo is assumedto be very small compared
to the numberaverage particle volume. (5) It is assumedthat the
rate of growth of a particle is given by the mass transfer law
and that the masstransfer coefficient, _-, is independent of particle
radius. The mass transfer law is:
dv _--d'(C - Ce)_ M
dO
where
"_" z an empirical rate constant which will be referred to as the
growth constant, cm/sec
C =_Concentration of the oxide in the gas phase, moles/cm3
Ce = Equilibrium concentration of the oxide in the gas phase at
the chambertemperature and pressure, moles/cm3
¢K = Surface area of a single particle assuming that the particles
are spherical, cm2
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v = Volumeof a single particle, cm3
M _:Molecular weight of the oxide, g/g-mole
=_Density of the oxide in the condensedstate, g/cm3
= Time, sec
Procedure for Obtaining Improved Ideal Thrustor Efficienc X. The
physical system to be analyzed for particle size distribution
and subsequently compared with experimental results at Colorado
State University will differ from the system model of Fein. A
promising model expected to produce a much narrower particle size
distribution is described below. A central jet of aluminum vapor
is enclosed in an annular jet of oxygen or water vapor to produce
a flame. This model, in contrast to Fein's, will therefore have
a linearly diminishing aluminum or aluminum oxide vapor pressure.
The oxygen pressure can be assumed constant throughout the length
of the flame and condensation zone. This changes the situation from
that listed as Feints assumption (2). The volume of the particle
nucleus divided by the volume of the fully grown particle will be
in the range of i/i00 to 1/50, but will still be assumed to satisfy
Fein's assumption (4) that the initial volume of particle nucleus
is much smaller than the number average particle volume. Other
assumptions used by Fein are suitable for the above model for which
a new size distribution will be derived prior to experiment.
.
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TABLE I
.......C'JT'_TCNS "_?i'.V_"'_,i_i_ Y_7 ,:]-O2 r,,'_,,_
AT VAi_IOUS .... U;,2;D ...... _' ......
.... O..
LOGIo 
C05[POS ITION, I_0LE
A12%(I)
AlO(g)
w %. I:_, i
OF PRODUG TS,Koal
ImAT OF S_BLI_ATION
OF 2 Al(Kcal)
DISSOCIATION ENERGY
OF 02, Kcal
D ISS OC IA TION E_RGY
OF A1203(I), Kcal
TOTAL EEAT COEST_,_-
TION, Kcal
TOTAL _AT PRODUCT-
ION,Kcal/l MOLE AI203
O'_UU ,D','_l t,' ,0_0 O_;OL) .,_;;'¢,) '-',.,'..-'v
-3,0 -2.9 -2._ -2.7 -2.3 -2.S
0.202 0.,%',22 0.245 0.272 (_,.303 0.358
0.798 0,778 0.755 0.728 0.697 0._62
0.202 0.222 0.245 0.272 0.303 0,338
0.202 0.222 0.2/-5 0.272 0.303 0.358
0.404 0,4-44 0.490 0.544 0.606 0.67G
134.51 153.2 _ox.8 -_.9 _.6 _0°.9_
144.2 144.2 144.2 144.2 144.2 144.2
255.3 253.3 253.3 253.3 253.3 255.3
115.8 125.0 138 155 170 190
645.8 655.6 667.2 680.5 698.1 716.4
682.55 682.55 682.55 682.55 682.55 682.55
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TAB LF, i!
A_DI&DATIC FL%7,_ TE}.'PERAT]RE OF 80_<_ 17ET_[L_S
x M(s) Y/2
@
XETAL X Y T 1( C@,'BUSTION PEODUC%N_ ZOLE FIt_CT!OX
AI 2 3 3908 AI=0.064, &I0=0.094, A120=0.209, 0=0;366
0_=0.097, A1203--0.172"
Ng I I 3229 _,[g=O.171, L_g0=0.484, 0=0.053, 02=0.059 ,
_:gO=0.253"
Li 2 1 2846
Li=0.370, Li0=0.041,.Li20:0.164, 0=0.015,
02=0.075, Li20=0.334
Be I I 4210 Be=0.218, Be0=0.O33, (Be0)2=0.0i2 ,
(8e0)3=0.01_, 0=0.189, 02=0.014 , Be0=0.522
B 2 3 3786 B203=0.264, B0=0.500, B202=0.011 , 0=0.189,
02= 0.035
•marks denote the condensed phase; all other products are gaseous
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COLLOID PARTICLE FORMATION FROM BIOLOGICAL WASTES
By G. W. Tompkin, Jr.
To provide the characteristics desired in the colloid thruster,
the particles must meet certain requirements: (i) at accelerating
potentials which can be achieved practically, _/articles of less than
approximately i00,O00 ainu are required to produce the desired spe-
cific impulse, 1 (2) to achieve the promised efficiency of the col-
loid thruster, the particles must be of narrow size distribution, l
(3) the production of a monodisperse aerosol of the particles is
required, for if any appreciable agglomeration occurs then efforts
to satisfy the first two requirements will be negated.
The study described here would investigate the feasibility of
the production of colloid partici_ L_u_.... o_-gani_ ,,_,,_ecu1_ _ .....
the standpoint of the three requirements discussed above. The size
range of interest can be set somewhat arbitrarily at convenient modal
weights between 1000-100,000 amu.
Several factors L,_vuJ._...... _,_' use of o_'g_n_r....... macrnmo]ecules in the
colloid particle thruster. First is the availability of _nol_u_les
of the appropriate size. For example, insulin (molecular weight
6000 ainu), pepsin (molecular weight 35,000 ainu) human serum albumin
(molecular weight 68,000 amu), and others all have molecular weights
within the range of interest. In addition, several proteins are
known to exist as distinct polypeptide chains joined on]y by reddilv
broken chemical bonds (e.g. insulin and 0L-keratin) or by noncova!ent
bonds of an as yet undetermined nature (e.g. hemoglobin and pl-obaUly
many other globular proteins2). In at least some cases these sub1:nits
would be of appropriate size for use in the thruster. It appears
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likely that the methods of particle formation proposed here will pro-
vide for rather precise control of particle size. Yet another factor
favoring the use of organic macromolecules is their possible availa-
bility as bio-wastes.
In addition to the use of molecules of the appropriate size, at
least three methods exist for the production of particles of the
appropriate molecular weight from larger molecules.
The first of these is the chemical rupture of the peptide bonds
within the polypeptide chain. This method has the disadvantage that
it is less amenableto control of the product size than are the other
two. Bovine pancreatic trypsin however, exhibits high specificity
for peptide bondswhose carboxyl group is contributed by an arginine
or a lysine residue.3 This method could be employed if a protein
were found which had arginine and/or lysine residues spaced at more
or less regular intervals along the polypeptide chain separating it
into units of the appropriate molecular weight. Enzymic digestion
with trypsin would be especially promising if the fragments were of
molecular weight of 20,000-25,000 amu, since then the trypsin which
has a molecular weight of 23,000-24,000 amuwould not have to be
separated from the solution, but could be used as part of the pro-
pellant.
Insulin is characteristic of the several proteins known to exist
as distinct polypeptide chains joined by dissulfide bonds between
cystine residues in adjacent chains. Sanger has developed a method
for separating these chains (see reference 4 for details). The
method is characterized by the rupture of the disulfide bonds through
their oxidation to cysteic acid using performic acid as the oxidizing
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agent. Onceoxidized in thi_ manner, the bond cannot be ceformed.
Although differing slightly in weight, both polypeptide chains oli
the insulin molecule have a weight of about 3000 ainu.
The hemoglobin molecule which has been extensively studied [s
ropro_anV_ti_To _f the group of proteins c(_mposed (_f di_rin('t chain_
linked by noncovalent bonds. Tlie exact nature of these bonds is not
definite]y known. The normal hemoglobin molecule is composed of two
identical halves and each half-molecule in turn is composed of two
similar polypeptide chains (generally desig, ated O(and _ in normal
hemoglobin), The total molecular weight of hemoglobin is approxi-
mately 67,000 amu and that of each chain is about 15,000-17,000 amu.
The hemoglobin molecule is observed to sisociate into half-molecules
under a variety of conditions, for example, high pH 5'6' low pIl7'8_
and the influence of certain chemicals, notably urea and guanidine 5.
In all cases the dissociation is aided by increased dilution and/or
the presence of salts. The initial dissociation which Lakes place
rapidly even under mild conditions is completely reversible. How-
ever, upon standing or under slightly more severe conditions the
dissociation becomes at least partly irreversible, probably due to
the denaturation of the protein. Under still more severe conditions
(e.g, pH less than 2.5 or guanidine concentrations of 6 moles per
liter) a partly irreversible dissociation to the quarter-molecule
occurs. In all of the above cases recombination can be retarded or
prevented by the application of heat which denatures the pcotein.
From the above it can be seen that the hemoglobin molecule is capable
of producing three particles whose weight is within the cange of
interest.
8.4
A method for producing homogeneous,millimicron aerosols from
virus particles has been described by Stern et al. 9 Dilute hydrosols
of T3 E. coli phage or Type 3 poliomyelitic virus were sprayed through
a filtered-air operated glass nebulizer which had been modified to
eliminate large droplets. The aqueous droplets were subsequently
evaporated, leaving a monodisperse aerosol of the virus particulates.
The concentration of the hydrosols was adjusted by dilution with par-
ticle-free distilled water until the chance of two virus particulates
being present in a single evaporating droplet was about i in i00.
The size distribution of the aerosols was in close agreementwith
the previously determined size distributions for the phage and virus.
Figure 8.1 showsthe size distrubution of a Type 3 poliomyelitic virus
aerosol. Special care was taken to remove both soluble and particu-
late impurities from the hydrosols and to remove suspendedmatter
from the air used in generating the aerosols.
The work done in producing nuclei for cloud seeding indicates
that an organic solution or dispersion of organic molecules sprayed
into the atmosphere yields manynuclei from each droplet. This
would suggest that the amount of carrier fluid which would have to
be flashed off per organic macromolecule is small. It is also possible
that some types of solvents could remain with the nuclei as a part
of the colloid particle.
The use of organic macromolecules in the colloid particle
electrostatic thruster appears promising. Existing information shows
that it is possible to obtain particles covering the whole range
from I000 to i00,000 amu. A method exists for producing a monodis-
perse aerosol of the virus particulates, and close control of particle
size appears likely.
8.5
Experimental investigation of this method of colloid particle
formation should proceed directly with apparatus designs based
on electrostatic spraying experience. I0
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FACILITIESANDEXPEI{IMENTALEQUIPMENT
by V.A. Sandborn, J.P. Rvbak. and R.L. Moore
During this grant period t!_e NASA-CSUvacuumsystem has been improved
to a11owthrustor operation at potential differences up to 300,000 volts.
The complete facility was enclo_)edin a plastic room to provide better
control of the atmosphere, see Figure lO.l. Two, 150,000 volt, 5 milliampere
power supplies were obtained under the grant. A new control console shown
in Figure 10.2 was installed to better handle the high voltage and insure
the safety of operating personnel.
A small surplus liquid nitrogen plant was installed during the grant
period. This plant should supply sufficient liquid nitrogen for most of the
diffusion pumpcold trap. It has proven uneconomical to buy small quantities
of LN2 needed to operate the cold trap only. For extensive testing where
the LN2 cryopump liner of the vacuumsystem is operated over long periods,
the ....... t will be supple=_I ,,,_ co....... ;_] LN 2 The sma!] plant _]]
supply sufficient nitrogen for filling the cryopump iiner inslde ci_e facliicy,
l_owever, large heat loads on the liner may require an external liquid nitro-
gen supply.
Current research in the facility is directed towaru the development of
the components required in the production and ionization of charged colloidal
particles. The first program is in the production and ci_argi_g of aluminum
colloidal particles. A feasibility study of the production of alun_inum
colloid particles by homogeneous condensation is the main effort [_ the
vacuum facility. Aluminum will be heated to approximately 2000°K and the
vapor passed through a nozzle to accelerate it to supersonic veiocities.
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In the supersonic flow the rapid cooling produces a condensation shock,
which in turn produces aluminum particles. Figure 10.3 is a plot and
tabulation of the nozzle contour involved in the first feasibility tests.
The nozzle expansion beyond station 6 is expected to be increased to take
into account temperature increase due to the formation of colloidal particles.
Due to the extreme high temperature boron nitride will be used for the
nozzle and aluminum supply reservoir. At 2000°K it is found that aluminum
forms nearly a 50%alloy with the refractory metals. The feasibility
study is presently concerned with developing the heater system necessary to
operate at 2000°K.
Colloid-Particle Charging
The charging of the colloid-partiales can, in theory, be accomplished
Iin manydifferent ways. Someof the possible ways include: (I) negative
charging by electron attachment; (2) positive charging by electron bombard-
ment; (3) positive charging by ion attachment; (4) static charging by
particle rupture; (5) static charging by contact with surfaces having high
surface field strengths; (6) field emission of electrons from particles;
(7) field emission of ions from particles; and (8) radiation of particles
from a radioactive source. As yet, no one method of particle charging has
demonstrated marked superiority.
It has been proposed2 that the present study should include an in-
vestigation of the charging of the colloid particles by electron bombard-
ment. The ionization chamberto be used is basically that of the Kaufman
thrustor as described in references 3, 4, 5 and 6.
The ionization chamber, which is presently being constructed is shown
schematically in Figure 10.4 and a photograph at the present stage of
iI_.i
development is shownin Figure 10.5. The anode is 5 cm. in diameteJ: and 10
cm. long. The magnetic field w[rldings are designed to provide a non-
uniform magnetic field of 30-35 gauss as described in refere[ice 6. The
filament-cathode is a piece of t,ll_t_Jlumrihl_on 2.0 by 0.32 by 0.005
colloid-particle beamwilJ pass through the anode region between the axis
r
of symmetrv of the anode and the anode wail. This will be done to prevent
the colloid particles from impinging upon the filament assembly which would
scatter the particles and would probably cause them to break tlp.
As pointed out in reference 2, the operation of this ionization
chamber will be significantly different from that of the Kaufman ion source
due to the fact that grossly different particles and particle densities are
[nvo!ved. Cons_q_]ently_ the ionization chamber performance will be investi-
gated as a function of the magnetic field strength, magnetic field shape,
anode length and discharge voltage.
Quadrupole Mass Fiiter
A quadrupole mass filter is being built to be used in the analysis
of the beam produced by the colloid thrustor. Such a_ instrument is very
important in evaluating the performance of a colloid thrustor because, as
3
has been previously shown, severe efficiency ]osses occur if the charge
to mass ratio of the particles in the exhaust beam of Lhe thrustor is noL
constant. Also, the quadrupole mass filter is indispensible as a diagnostic
tool for analyzing the operation of the colloid particle generation sy_tem
as a function of the controllable parameters of the system.
The quadrupole mass filter is based on thaL described in reference
7. In fact, the physical components are those previoL, s]y u_ed ,_t NAfIA
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Lewis, Newelectronics componentsare being fabricated at CSU. It was
designed for a resolution of i0 for particles accelerated through a 14,000
volt potential, a constant r-f voltage of 1050 and operates in the variable
frequency modewhich allows it to be used over an amu/z range of i0 to 109.
The maximumdesign error is 7 percent.
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Fig. i0.I Vacuum facility enclosure.
Fig. 10.2 Control and hlgh-voltage console for vacuum facility.
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Station x(inches) Diameter(inches)
0 0 .066
1 .030 .072
2 .045 .075
3 .054 .076
4 .061 .0765
5 .068 .077
6 .075 .078
Fig. 10.3 Approximate aluminum vapor nozzle dimensions.
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Fig. 10.4 Sche,natic diagram of ionization chamber.
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Fig. 10.5 Fabrication status of ionization chamber.
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GRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANT THESES AND DISSERTATIONS
Graduate students associated with the Grant L'esearcb program ale listed
here. One Master of Science Thesis has been completed, and another has
received a preliminary review. Thesis and dissertation topics for the
other students have been formulated, at least tentatively.
Timothy D. Fehr, candidate for M.S., Electrical Engineering.
Thesis title: "Electric Propulsion for Lunar Missions '_. Thi_ thesis
has been completed and has been reproduced as Report No.
2, Space Prop_Ision and Energy Co_iversion _rog_'am_
College of Engineering, Colorado State University.
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Dissertation topic: electric thrusters with thermal power augmentation.
Preliminary work on this research is reported in section
5 of this report.
